Experiencing Insight:
Engaging Complexity with 'Scalable Fruit'
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Futures Workshops

Robert Jungk envisaged the Futures Workshop as participatory, empowering and providing social action.

Similarly, Jim Dator Honolulu Electronic Town Meeting (1982)

EXPERIENCE & INSIGHT
From the conceptual and composition teachings and experimentation art of John Cage (1950s), and Happenings (1960s) of Allen Kaprow, these works concentrated on Experience, blurring everyday life with art.
Alison Knowles - Proposition “Make A Salad”

Proposition (October, 1962)

Make a salad.

Invitation to a multicultural *club* night at the Arts council, Turku Finland (18.5.2012)

YK - *Yhteinen klubi, taiteilijoiden monikulttuuriset illat toukokuussa”*

In Collaboration with Artists Ishmael Falke ja Tommi Lindman

The *Yhteinen Klubi* event mission:

*Invited to – ‘evenings to meet and get to know each other. It is hoped to attract creators of all fields of art – with a common interest in encountering and networking with artists from different cultures.’*

Facilitating Multicultural Networking

Meaningful Action

A Creative Space

Exploring Future Creative Practice
Choose Your Fruit Basket!
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Answer questions with FRUIT
A labyrinth of tables with questions for participants

What is your focus?
(please place your fruit!)
Answer until tables are full
In a group go around again and EXPLAIN why you answered like that...
WHAT DO YOU DREAM ABOUT?

What is your focus?

What have you forgotten?

How do you work, collaborate or alone?
Performance artist Ishmael Falke, facilitates storytelling with a memory of lemons…
And artist Tommi Lindman leads the storytelling…
Others soon follow.
“Situationist theory, the unified study of spectacular society,[...] the last great project, the final push towards the transformation of everyday life from a realm of bland consumption to free creation.” - Sadie Plant
The Fruit Workshop Evokes Nostalgia To Think About The Future
Tables brought together and Fruit and added food are eaten. Networking and collaboration continue during the dinner…
Scalable Fruit is an effective networking tool for creating an insightful experience.
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